
ART MILL MUSEUM, DOHA (QATAR)
ANNE LACATON & JEAN PHILIPPE VASSAL
associés à INSIDE OUTSIDE (Petra Blaise)

Site 
Doha, Qatar
Maître d’ouvrage 
Qatar Museums
Date
Concours 2015
Programme 
Reconversion d’un site industriel en musée (expositions permanentes et 
temporaires, learning center, théâtre, résidences pour artistes, boutiques, 
restaurants, administration, réserves, parking et jardins)
Surface 
105 000 m²



The project uses the amazing and radical resources of site, 
buildings, ground, trees & water, integrating them in a new 
structure.

A shading covers site and adjacent sea surface at +40m, 
creating delicate shadow and substantially changing the 
climate underneath, where all preserved buildings are ope-
ned-up at 0-level and a new grid of volumes supplement 
the program.

This offers :
- Free open space for all artistic activities and experiences 
(art village more than museum).
- a new, 24-hour pleasant microclimate using shade, water, 
wind, humidity and gardens.
- 4  main layers between ground and roof:
1. Ground plane : completely open, it offers vast, un-obs-
tructed public space, free access to permanent activities.
2. +15: world of gardens and terraces, with theater, library 
etc.  
3. +27: ‘floating museum spaces’ - all galleries on same 
floor
4. +35: breathtaking panorama views on roof terraces with 
access to silo-tops.
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SECTION 2
NATURAL LAYER +0m > +15m

GARDENS AND TERRACES'S 
LAYER +15m > +30m

MUSEUM'S LAYER +27m
THE ROOF +35m
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TEAM N

3/  4 MAIN LAYERS BETWEEN GROUND AND ROOF

ART MILL 
stage two international design competition
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…by using the combination of natural elements at a large scale:  
shade, natural ventilation, the humidity of the sea and the 
morning dew.

... an area open to culture, leisure, education, work, production, 
experimentation - and an art museum.
It will be an urban place, attractive and pleasant with a multiple 
range of activities and places, where one will find both excit-
ing and peaceful conditions, which will create the desire to go 
there and stay there; a place that leaves an important part to 
the free public use, to events, to the temporary, to the ephem-
eral, in addition to the program.

2/  CREATE A NATURAL MICRO-CLIMATE1/ AN OPEN PUBLIC SPACE, NOT A MUSEUM 
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USE LOCAL COASTAL ECOLOGY: MANGROVE GARDENS

USE SITE WATER SOURCE FOR EVAPORATIVE COOLING

Shelter from sand storms and heavy wind Nursery grounds/shelter for marine organisms

Filtering and purifying the sea water Sand accumulation on edges creating a beach

Shaft connected to an underground tunnel Room with shafts connected to underground tunnel 

Low tide: temperature of the air is cooled in tunnel Low tide: cooled circulation will cool outdoor space

High tide: blasts of water from below - a fountain

CLIMATE CONCEPT

An elegant shading structure, that covers all the dif-

ferent levels, creates very specific outdoor transition 
spaces where, even in the hottest periods of the year, 

sensorial comfort will be enhanced through various 

delicate design features:

• Transmitted solar radiation, controlled through a variable propor-

tion of holes in the shading structure: global solar transmission 

factor at ground level as low as 5 %;  

• Indirect downwards thermal radiation on people -resulting from 

temperature elevation of grid- will be minimized by the selection 

of a highly solar radiation reflective outdoor surface coating and 
by the selection of a low emissivity coating on the inner surface;   

• Light filtered through both a horizontal and vertical grid will pro-

vide high visual comfort allowing to contribute to reducing thermal 

stress;   

• Cross ventilation will be enhanced by the peninsular location of 

the project in combination with the total openness of the ground 

floor and with help of the shading structure that covers a stretch 
of water along its banks. This cross ventilation will boost thermal 

comfort during a major part of the year, allowing substantial de-

crease of operative temperatures on people;   

• The big volume under the shaded ceilings will contribute psycho-

logical comfort- even though it cannot create substantial stratifica-

tion of temperature;    

• Beneficial evaporative thermal comfort will be generated around 
the planted areas of the various levels;   

• The general acoustic environment benefits  from the location of 
the site: away from disruptive noise sources and controlled by the 

ground floor’s absorbing factors;
• In addition to its positive impact on the outdoor spaces’ passive 

comfort, the monumental shading device will substantially de-

crease the sizing and cooling loads of AC systems for the muse-

um, adding up to its comfort and global sustainability. Such active 

systems will be investigated in order to minimize environmental 

impact. After a pure passive design strategy, priority will be given 

to so-called low energy technology. High tide: blasts and mist of water cooling the space
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The natural ground, 
a large public space 
widely open, in free 
access for permanent 
activities.

The main existing 
buildings are preserved 
and new volumes are 
built to supplement the 
program

The visitors arrive at 
the centre by car or 
coach to be at an equal 
distance to all the site’s 
spaces .
The car parking is 
created in the existing 
building

A ground of gardens 
and terraces, with a 
theatre, library and 
education program.

All the exhibition rooms 
of the museum are 
located at this level, in a 
quiet situation. 

Embedded inside 
the structure of the 
roof, terraces, cafés, 
restaurants and lounges 
have the best view 
around, and access to 
the top of the silos.


